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Abstract—Seismology is among the intrinsic sciences that strictly
affect human lives. Many research efforts are presented in the liter-
ature aiming at achieving risk mitigation and disaster management.
More particularly, modern technologies have been employed in
such a pivot. However, the day-to-day challenges and complexities
of such natural science that face the stack holders still need more
reliable and intelligent solutions. The solution can depend on a
partial or integrated system of modern technologies. In this article,
we extensively survey the corelated modern technologies aiming to
gather the major efforts exerted in this regard. It also outlines the
desirability of seismology to modern technologies. Then, we present
a detailed analysis of remote sensing and data communication
networks (DCNs), which are considered the backend of seismic
networks. Furthermore, for seismology, we depict both classical
and nonclassical approaches based on DCN principles, such as
optical fiber-based acoustic sensors, social media, and the Internet
of things (IoT). Following that, a comprehensive description of the
various optimization techniques utilized for seismic wave analysis
and for prolonging network lifetime is offered. A description of the
important functions that artificial intelligence (AI) can play in dif-
ferent fields of seismology is also included. Finally, we present some
recommendations for stack holders to prevent natural calamities
and preserve human lives.

Index Terms—Data communication networks (DCNs), deep
learning, Internet-of-things (IoT), machine learning, optimization
techniques, seismology, social media.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to the nature of the earth’s complex structure, it has
to be effectively studied and how it is composed of.

This complex structure produces a nonhomogeneity between
the different earth layers’ interconnection. Accordingly, such
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a type of interconnection brings out earthquakes (EQs) as a
result of the produced seismic waves moving into the earth’s
layers. Consequently, an inevitable science called seismology
is acquainted with that phenomenon and the corresponding as-
pects regarding the moving seismic waves throughout the earth
[1], [2].

EQs are complex natural phenomena that require an interdis-
ciplinary approach to be monitored, including using tools from
physics, computer science, mathematics, electronic engineering,
and others. More particularly, the data communication networks
(DCNs)-based modern systems are considered the most sup-
portive technology to the seismic network that can be used
to observe seismic signals, transmit the seismic signals, and
handle the interconnection between the engineering role and
the seismological one. DCNs are not only limited to offering
practical information about the seismic network and seismic
waves, but also can be used in earthquake early warning system
(EEWS), disaster management, and reducing seismic hazards
and risk mitigation of the EQ-prone regions [3], [4].

The DCNs-based modern systems can provide a warning of
strong shaking in advance, have a swift processing time, and
is useful for blind zones where the target site is too close to
the seismic source to obtain advanced warning by any currently
available detection techniques [5], [6].

The site-specified network approach consists of multiple sta-
tions located at the target site and provides local warning of
strong shaking based on the peak amplitude of the early P-wave
signal. The prominent role of DCNs-based modern systems is
to facilitate the warning message via different communication
techniques [7], [8]. Besides, DCNs can effectively employ road
networks to manage the EQs disasters and mitigate the con-
sequent crises [4]. The DCNs can also provide low latency
communications for the far seismic stations leading to prompt
event detection. Therefore, a longer warning time at distant sites
can be achieved.

It is worth noting that the DCN elements are used to estimate
source parameters and then predict the shaking intensity at
distant sites of interest, using regional ground motion and site
amplification models. This allows issuing advance alerts for
multiple locations that may experience strong ground vibra-
tion [9]. Besides, artificial intelligence (AI) can contribute to
hazard assessment [10] and EQ discrimination [11].
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TABLE I
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

On the other hand, dominant mathematical means are in-
evitable to be used in seismology, such as optimization tech-
niques. The optimization can be effectively utilized in seismic
waves’ analysis, detection, inversion, prolonging the seismic
networks’ lifetime, securing the seismic data, enhancing the
seismic waves’ link transmission, and exploiting other existing
resources to support seismic stations and their data transmission,
etc.

In this article, an extensive view is presented about the de-
pendence of seismology on modern technologies, such as DCNs,
AI, optical fiber, Internet-of-things (IoT), and optimization tech-
niques. Moreover, various currently available DCN approaches
are covered in this article, and each should be considered taking
into account the nature of the region and the desired objec-
tives. These approaches can be used individually or combined
to provide the best possible solution. Besides, the nominated
optimization techniques for seismology and the interdisciplinary
are surveyed. Finally, the article is summarized and future trends
are presented. Table I lists the abbreviations used throughout the
article. Our extensive survey is unique because of the study of the
integration of remote sensing, DCNs, optical fiber, IoT system,
social media, AI, and optimization techniques for attaining an
efficient EEWS that can be established over three phases (de-
ploying alarm, disaster management, and risk mitigation). Fig. 1
depicts the involved modern technologies and methodologies
employed in seismology throughout the presented study.

The article’s structure is portrayed as follows. Section II
presents an overview of the desirability of seismology to modern

technologies. Section III indicates the role of remote sensing
in seismology. Then, Section IV introduces an extensive study
of DCNs that serve seismic networks. Section V portrays the
classical and nonclassical methodologies relying on DCN con-
cepts for seismology. Afterward, in Section VI, we present an
extensive overview of various optimization techniques that are
used for seismic wave analysis and for prolonging the networks’
lifetime. Section VII summarizes the significant roles that AI can
play in different disciplines in seismology. Finally, Section VIII
concludes this article.

II. OVERVIEW OF SEISMOLOGY AND DESIRABILITY TO

MODERN TECHNOLOGIES

An EQ or an explosion can cause an elastic wave known
as a seismic wave. Rayleigh and Love waves are two types of
seismic waves that can travel through the interior of the earth
as well as along its surface (P and S waves) [12], [13]. These
waves can be analyzed in some cases to explore what the earth
hides (such as monument areas, nonrenewable energy sources,
and caves) and to investigate the shallow subsurface structures.
Generally speaking, raw seismic data contains two main sources.
First, the waves that are generated from the inner earth layer
result from EQs, volcanic eruptions, magma movement, and
large landslides. Second, artificial waves are those produced by
humans, typically on a surface that has been carefully built or in
a pool.
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Fig. 1. Effective modern technologies and methodologies employed in seismology.

The EQ waves are distinguished by low-frequency acoustic
energy and low amplitude that can be recorded by a seismometer,
hydrophone (in water), or accelerometer. The velocity of those
waves is observed by the seismometers, while the strong motion
(acceleration) is measured by the accelerometers. The signal
propagation velocity and acceleration depend on the density and
elasticity of the three main earth layers (i.e., core, mantle, and
crust). The velocity is directly proportional to the depth, where
it ranges from 2 to 8 km/s in the crust layer and up to 13 km/s
in the deep mantle [12], [13].

Using different seismic stations’ records for the same event
significantly assists the seismologist in accurately determining
the EQ source epicenter and hypocenter. The epicenter contains
the latitude and longitude of the observed EQ signal source,
while the hypocenter reveals the depth of that source. The EQ
event distances are fundamentally classified into three main
types, namely, local, regional, and teleseismic, where the near-
est EQs represent the local followed by regional and then the
teleseismic.

The classical algorithms of the seismic waves detection and
analysis are based on time-series analysis involving long-term
average (LTA), short-term average (STA), and Akaike informa-
tion criterion (AIC) [14], [15]. The LTA represents the slow trend
of the EQ signal energy, while the STA is more responsive to a
sudden increase in that energy. The ratio of STA/LTA is utilized
to measure the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). If this ratio exceeds
a specific threshold, the EQ time is detected. Accordingly, the
EQ monitoring system starts to calculate the hypocenter of the
event once some seismometers observed that event. Notice that,
the time window length of LTA and STA depends on the average
distance to the most active seismic region and the distance

between the receivers. The LTA period is longer than a group of
a few identical seismic noise fluctuations, while the STA period
is longer than a group of a few identical seismic signals. AIC
can be applied to a single component of the observed event to
provide an effective time estimate, where generally, the observed
seismic waves consist of three components. Therefore, AIC has
been widely utilized for picking the onset time of the seismic
wave [15].

In [16], a listric fault detection method is proposed to pinpoint
the harmful consequences of petroleum and gas exploration
in the earth’s crust due to this fault type. The authors in [16]
proposed an interpretation work process based on a texture of
major listric faults in a 3-D migrated seismic volume. Moreover,
a 3-D texture gradient is calculated. The calculation depicts the
contrast between neighboring cubes to every voxel in a seismic
volume over depth or time, inline directions, and crossline.
Then, an adaptive global threshold is computed to be applied
to the 3-D volume map to acquire a binary map that addresses
the potential of the listric faults boundary regions. In [17] and
[18], the authors exploit the image processing techniques for
interpreting the seismic structure. Those techniques are utilized
to figure out faults, salt domes, and geologic structures.

The seismic networks are acquainted with observing the
seismic wave as a real-time application 24/7. In such networks,
the utilized system is mainly based on the DCN elements,
mechanisms, protocols, etc., for data observation, transmission,
and saving. After that, the role of data analysis comes, in which
the observed raw data is filtered and analyzed to be able to
detect the event’s parameters such as latitude, longitude, depth,
and magnitude. This role relies on the accurate detection of the
incoming P-wave and S-wave of the same event from different
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Fig. 2. General seismic observation system diagram.

TABLE II
HARDWARE EQUIPMENT AND THEIR FEATURES

stations. It is worth noting that the larger the number of observ-
ing stations to the same event is, the more accurate the event
parameters calculation is.

Fig. 2 shows the utilized system diagram for observing the
seismic data and then sending them to be analyzed at the data
center relying on remote sensing tools. The system consists
of hardware and software components as follows. It is worth
mentioning that the team for the acquisition and processing
of seismic signals should be well-trained and expert enough
to work on a such vulnerable system. More particularly, this
team is first involved in determining the efficiency of the ob-
served seismic data. Second, they are in charge of performing
important processing on this data such as picking, denoising,
discrimination, etc. In this regard, both remote sensing, DCN,
AI, and optimization techniques can play significant roles in
seismic parameter calculations, hazard assessment, and disaster
management.

A. Hardware Components

The hardware components in such a system implement several
functions including seismometers, digitizers, outdoor modems,
indoor modems, and accelerometers. Samples of these compo-
nents are listed in Table II with brief information about them.

Mostly, seismic networks are involved in observing all the
seismic activities whether local, regional, or teleseismic ones.
The local events are the ones that occur within the country area,
while the regional events are outside the country area but still
on the same continent. The tele event is the one that occurs in a
different continent that is very far from the country area. There
are commonly used seismic network infrastructures, i.e., leased
lines, line-of-sight (LOS)-based microwave signals, and satellite
communication.

B. Software Components

The software collects the information from the distributed
seismometers through the communication links and then pro-
cesses it to extract the required signal from the raw data including
the noise with manual analysis. The software role can contribute
to effectively determining the data lost (gaps) along with the
distributed DCN elements in the allocated seismic network
stations.

Once again, DCN can contribute to efficiently retrieving
the lost data of the observed seismic data. The utilized DCN
elements and communication mechanisms can pinpoint the data
gaps and smoothly extract them from the memories of the em-
ployed equipment in a safe way. Then, this data is well organized
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Fig. 3. TDMA slots distribution.

and retransmitted relying on an efficient media access technique
such as time division multiple access (TDMA) to determine
which packet/(s) is/are lost and from which station should be
retransmitted.

The TDMA mechanism utilized in those observatories for
transmitting the observed signal from stations and retrieving the
gaps of the data lost once again is based on sequence num-
bers/time slots (TS) given to participant stations. This sequence
can be illustrated in Fig. 3.

III. REMOTE SENSING IN SEISMOLOGY

Remote sensing is among the fast-booming modern tech-
nologies that effectively contribute to the seismology field. It
is not limited to the terrestrial devices employed for the direct
observations of the earth’s crust layer but also extended to the
satellite systems. Recently, climate change has been considered
as a potential indicator for indicating EQ where remote sensing
can be effectively used [19], [20]. In the literature context, re-
mote sensing has been utilized for seismology in several research
efforts such as thermal activity detection, detecting tropospheric
ozone anomaly preceding strong EQs, ionosphere magnetic field
anomaly associated with powerful EQs, etc.

Using the indicator of ozone anomaly, the tropospheric ozone
before and after the 2008 Wenchuan EQ was examined in
[21]. For 18 years from 2003 to 2020, the atmospheric infrared
sounder ozone volume mixing ratio at various pressure levels
(600, 500, 400, 300, and 200 hPa) has been taken into consider-
ation to find the distinctive behavior connected with severe EQs.
According to the findings, there was a noticeable increase in
tropospheric ozone five days before the major event, which was
dispersed around the Longmenshan fault zone. In this regard,
many factors such as focal mechanism, focal depth, tectonic en-
vironment, geological environment, meteorological conditions,
etc., are all thought to play a role in the unusual behavior of
tropospheric ozone. This was supported by the observation of

an increase in the index of ozone anomaly around the time of
the 2013 Lushan and 2017 Jiuzhaigou EQs. The position of
elevated tropospheric ozone serves as an EQ epicenter indicator.
Accordingly, one of the key elements influencing the emergence
of abnormal tropospheric ozone may be the EQ’s size.

Interestingly, aerial remote sensing images have been em-
ployed for landslide mapping. In [22], a suggested method
for creating a landslide inventory map using extremely high-
resolution remote sensing images has been successfully tested
on real datasets of landslide locations in Lantau Island of
Hong Kong, China. Unlike the classical approaches, that paper
exploited the bitemporal very high-resolution exported by the
images of remote sensing without producing the map of change
magnitude.

The authors in [23], showed how consistent nighttime light
imagery from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program’s
Operational Linescan System can be used to analyze EQ re-
sistance at the county level. To analyze the static and dynamic
adaptability of various counties, they first created an EQ stability
model using a nighttime light index. They then intercalibrated
the nighttime light data and calculated the sum of all stable
lights for each of the 261 counties impacted by the Mw 7.9
Wenchuan EQ from 1992 to 2013. Finally, they investigated the
potential affecting elements from geographic, disaster perspec-
tives, socioeconomic standpoints, and political aspects. First, the
findings demonstrated that the static flexibility of the severely
damaged counties in the affected area due to Wenchuan EQ that
increased from south to north along the long axis of the intensity
zone, and plain and protoplasmatic counties demonstrated a
quicker short-term economic recovery than plateau and moun-
tainous counties. In addition, all counties that were particularly
heavily damaged, except Wenchuan, Dujiangyan, and Pingwu,
returned to normal by 2011, whereas 52% of the counties in
the areas that were generally affected did so in less than three
years. Furthermore, the authors discovered via linear regression
that socioeconomic aspects, e.g., the allotting of population age,
industrial structure, and social welfare are probably connected
to the danger of soil liquefaction, average elevation, degree of
land usage, and EQ resilience.

In [24], the passive microwave employed in remote sensing
has been utilized for detecting the temperature anomaly as-
sociated with strong EQs. More particularly, the authors have
concentrated on the areas with raising soil moisture in Sichuan
province, China. The study explored a prior microwave radiation
anomaly index to three powerful EQs in Wenchuan with a mag-
nitude (Mw = 7.8), Lushan with a magnitude (Mw = 6.6), and
Jiuzhaigou with a magnitude (M= 6.5) from 2008 to 2018 based
on the satellite data (Microwave Imager). The obtained results
indicated that the anomaly of microwave brightness temperature
has been observed two months preceding these three EQs.

The role of satellite imaging has been also extended using a
mapping of two independent hybrid open-pit mining along with
Gaofen-2 [25]. That work planned the confronting issues to the
mapping of hybrid open-pit mining areas because the complex
types of landscapes led to low accuracy. Consequently, that
work employed satellite images with high spatial resolution. The
results proved that this model could map 111 open-pit mine sites.
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Due to the day-to-day challenges facing remote sensing, an intel-
ligent satellite solution is desired. The authors in [26] highlighted
the efforts exerted in developing an intellectual solution for the
remote sensing satellites. More concretely, they considered the
main key technologies such as onboard processing systems and
payloads of images. They have classified them into pros and cons
based on the information exchanged between remote sensing
satellites and terrestrial devices.

The authors in [27] offered enhancements to the two-step
approach previously published to recover seismic microwave
brightness temperature anomaly and devised a novel method
known as spatiotemporally weighted about the first law of
geography and its extension in the time domain. Nonseismic
data were used to determine the temporally weighted back-
ground, which was then applied to eliminate the long-term trend
to recover the fundamental microwave brightness temperature
residuals. To recover cleaned microwave brightness temperature
residuals, a spatially weighted background has been created
based on Euclidean geographical distance from the epicenter
and utilized to remove local meteorological noise.

In [28], the approach of background field analysis has been
employed. That model concentrated on statistically processing
radiation the data’s worth and the tidal force fluctuant analysis
approach, which uses the impact of tidal oscillations to get
small changes in radiation after abandoning baseline data for
a long time, was both utilized for outgoing longwave radiation
data aiming at observing anomalies before and after six EQs.
The findings show that the rise in data use discovered using
the background field analysis approach was ambiguous. The
occurrence time of anomalies was discrete and not continuous
in the temporal distribution. The nonseismic and distant seis-
mically associated fault structure areas had several longwave
radiation improvement zones that significantly appeared in the
spatial distribution.

IV. OVERVIEW OF DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND

SEISMOLOGY

In this section, the dependence of seismology on modern com-
munications methodologies is discussed. More specifically, we
focus our discussion on the DCN which is considered a backend
to the majority of communication systems. Accordingly, the
DCN-involved elements are extensively clarified. On the one
hand, as previously mentioned, seismology is the science of
studying the EQ waves, the nonhomogeneity of earth structure,
disaster management, and the EQ consequences mitigation. All
of the mentioned aspects strictly need supporting technology
to enhance the EQ parameters observation and detection. In
addition, the flexibility of seismic data transmission from the
seismic station to the observatories can be supported by such
a technology. Moreover, the methodology of data gap retrieval
can also be aided by modern technology.

Indeed, DCN is among the predominant technologies that can
be effectively exploited to enhance the seismic wave detection
process. Hereafter, the main DCN elements, protocols, media ac-
cess techniques, and delays are briefly discussed as follows [29].

Fig. 4. Repeater effect.

Fig. 5. Signal power with different repeater types.

A. Data Communication Network Elements

DCNs support many benefits over stand-alone computers.
Throughout these elements, we can share terminology and com-
mon building blocks. The following sections briefly discuss the
main DCN elements.

1) Client: The client is a computer/workstation within a net-
work requesting the available resources from another computer
on the network. The client can act as a server.

2) Server: The server is a managing computer on a network
for the available shared resources, security, and applications in
the network. Basically, the server has more processing capabil-
ities and specifications than the client.

3) Workstation: The workstation is similar to a desktop or
laptop, which could or could not be connected to a network.
Mostly, clients are workstations.

4) Network Interface Card: The Network interface card is
the internal electronic device inside a computer, which links a
computer to communicate with other computers.

5) Backbone: The backbone is a part of a network. In other
words, it can represent an interconnected part between a small
part of a local area network (LAN) as shown in Fig. 8.

6) Repeater: The repeater is a device that fundamentally re-
peats the signal excluding the noise. It is classified into two types
as shown in Fig. 4. The signal and noise power of the two repeater
types are illustrated in Fig. 5. Because it costs more to provide
synchronization signals between the transmitter and receiver,
the generative repeater takes the data and retransmits it after one
clock cycle. This results in high processing. The nongenerative
repeater consists of an amplifier only, so it amplifies both the
signal and the noise. This type of repeater is cheap.
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Fig. 6. Hub connection.

Fig. 7. Hub connection.

7) Hub: The hub is a layer one device, which means it
can cope with line codings like Manchester and Differential
Manchester since it understands layer one (physical layer), but
not layer two (data link), hence it cannot grasp MAC addresses. It
is also described as garbage in garbage out (GIGO). It makes the
required cross-over and is considered as one collision domain
because its connection is physically star but logically bus as
shown in Fig. 6.

8) Switch: It is a layer two device that understands the data
link layer (MAC address), and physical layer and it can perform
broadcast for any received traffic. As an example, host (A) of
Switch1 can connect to Host (B) directly, because each one of
them is connected through layer two devices (switches) as shown
in Fig. 7.

9) Bridge: The bridge is a layer two device. It understands
the MAC address and reduces the number of collision domains
as shown in Fig. 8.

10) Router: The router is a layer three (network layer) de-
vice, it can understand IP packets, MAC addresses, and bit
streaming of the physical layer. The routers are used in a wide
network or group of LANs to be connected by establishing
routing tables containing all hosts’ IPs in their LAN. Any host
may discover the optimal route to the destination by using
a variety of routers, as illustrated in Fig. 9 since the routers
communicate information from these tables. The router interface
to another network is called Gateway.

11) Topology: The topology is the layout of a computer net-
work. It varies based on the network structure and the available
hardware. The common types of network topologies are ring,

Fig. 8. Bridge connection.

Fig. 9. Router connection.

Fig. 10. Common network topologies.

star, bus, or hybrid combinations of them. Fig. 10 indicates these
network topologies.

12) Transmission Media: It is the method of conveying data
whether for transmission or receiving. Transmission media can
be categorized as guided and unguided as illustrated in Fig. 11.

B. Transmission Reliability

To achieve reliable data transmission, the network needs some
sort of overhead code, e.g., cyclic redundancy check (CRC), to
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Fig. 11. Transmission media classification.

make sure the shack-hand transmission between the sender and
receiver. In other words, an acknowledgment (ACK) can be used
to assure that the transmitted packet has been correctly received
and to pinpoint the lost packets. Once again, to effectively adapt
a reliable data transmission, the following protocols can be
employed.

1) Stop-and-Wait: This mechanism relies on an automatic
repeat request scheme, which means that after transmitting a
frame, the sender does not send the next frame till receiving
an ACK about the last sent frame. This ACK adopts a timeout
duration for receiving a such ACK. If the ACK is not received,
the corresponding frame is considered lost and resent again.
On the other hand, a potential problem can occur in which a
duplicated copy of the same frame is delivered. To overcome
such a problem, the header usually includes a 1-b sequence
number (0 or 1) which is flipped for the next frame.

2) Sliding Window: In the process of the sliding window, the
sender determines a sequence number (SeqNum) for each frame.
Then, each one has a corresponding ACK but these ACKs are
sent to the sender based on the truly received SeqNum frames.
The sender adopts three variables: send window size (SWS)
represents the upper limit of the number of ACK frames that can
be transmitted, the last ACK received (LAR), and the number
of the last frame sent (LFS) as formulated as in the following:

LFS − LAR ≤ SWS. (1)

On the other hand, the receiver addresses three variables: The
receive window size (RWS), the largest acceptable frame (LAF);
and the last frame received (LFR) as formulated in the following:

LAF − LFR ≤ RWS. (2)

C. Simple Demultiplexer (UDP)

The simplest transport protocol is the one that facilities the
host-to-host service transmission of the underlying network.
Due to the many processing capabilities desired, this protocol
requires a level of demultiplexing to be able to serve the targeted
applications. Indeed, a transport protocol via the Internet called
user datagram protocol (UDP) is an example of a transport
protocol.

It is well known that the involved mechanism to convert a
website’s Internet protocol (IP) to an applicable name is called
domain name server (DNS). The UDP port multiplexing for
several applications takes into consideration a message queue.
It is worth mentioning that the UDP does not execute flow control

or reliable delivery. It means that the sender is continuing packets
transmission regardless the receiver is correctly receiving those
packets. Accordingly, such a protocol is suitable for real-time
applications.

D. Reliable Byte Stream/Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

Due to the demultiplexing UDP protocol is not easy to im-
plement and not guaranteeing message transmission reliability,
another common protocol has been proposed called transmission
control protocol (TCP). The TCP can guarantee transmission re-
liability where it relies on ACK hand-shake concept to assure that
the message is correctly received. Besides, TCP is a full-duplex
protocol that advocates a pair of byte streams. A byte is reserved
for each direction. Moreover, the TCP supports a flow-control
technique to manage the data stream transmission.

More particularly, the header is composed of some fields as
each is responsible for a specific function in the transmission
process. The SrcPort field determines the source port, while the
DstPort field determines the destination port. Besides, these two
fields, the source, and destination IPs are also involved. Then,
The Acknowledgment, SequenceNum, and AdvertisedWindow
fields are in charge of the sliding window technique. Afterward,
the ACK and AdvertisedWindow fields convey information
about the data flow moving in the opposite direction.

When the URG flag is forced, it means urgent data is needed to
be processed. If the flag is activated, the UrgPtr field declares that
the nonurgent data is now contained. The HdrLen field supports
the header length (32-b). Finally, the Checksum field in TCP is
the same as in the UDP. Moreover, it is applicable to measure
when the packet transmission will start using the Offset field.

E. Routing Protocols

This section summarizes the routing protocols [30]. The rout-
ing protocols are summarized in Table III.

1) RIP: Routing information protocol (RIP) is one of the
dynamic routing protocols. Its routing metric is the hop count
to determine the best path between the sender and receiver. RIP
is a distance-vector (DV) routing protocol. RIP employs port
number 520.

2) IGRP: Interior gateway routing protocol (IGRP) is its DV
routing protocol. IGRP controls the routing data flow within the
communicating routers in the network. IGRP ensures the routing
table attached to the connected routers that having the best path.
IGRP is a loop-free routing protocol by continuous updating
itself with the changes within the network.

3) EIGRP: Enhanced interior gateway routing protocol
(EIGRP) is an advanced DV routing protocol. It is employed
to adapt automating routing in computer networks. EIGRP is
developed by Cisco Systems.

4) OSPF: Open shortest path first (OSPF) is an IP routing
protocol. OSPF utilizes a link-state routing (LSR) mechanism,
which is a member of the interior gateway protocols (IGPs)
group.

5) IS-IS: Intermediate system to intermediate system (IS-IS)
is a routing protocol for similar devices. IS-IS determines the
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TABLE III
NETWORK PROTOCOLS COMPARISON

best path for moving the data based on the packet-switched
concept.

6) BGP: Border gateway protocol (BGP) is a standardized
ExGP for information reachability on communicating devices
via the Internet. The BGP is a path vector (PV) but sometimes
is considered a DV protocol.

F. Delays

The data network performance depends on two main param-
eters, which are delay and utilization. Let us start by delay; it
can be classified as follows.

1) TX. delay: The amount of time used until the last bit
departs the transmitter.

2) Propagation delay: The amount of time needed for data to
be sent between the transmitter and receiver.

3) Queuing delay: The receiver buffer is filled with data that
has to be processed at the produced time.

4) Processing delay: The amount of time used to process
particular data.

5) Reassembly delay: The amount of time needed to recon-
struct data that was previously assembled at a transmitter.

Continued improvement in the optimizing algorithms on
which the network depends and improved performance of
routers in particular (i.e., speed of decision-making and reduced
propagation delay) have resulted in reduced data transmission
times. By coupling the reduced transmission times with a greatly
reduced total cost, more people can use the Internet and data net-
works in general. Despite the increase in users, the performance
of the network has not generally degraded (except on the odd
occasion when the system is overloaded).

G. Media Access Techniques

The secondary data network performance parameter is the
utilization relying on media access techniques. These techniques
can be classified as follows.

1) Round Robin: Round Robin checks finding data at sub-
scribers to be sent as shown in Fig. 12, where it is similar to
the token of the ring topology. This technique mainly depends
on the central controller that surveys which subscriber needs to
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Fig. 12. Round robin operation.

Fig. 13. Controller technique of reservation media access technique.

send. But the potential problem with which subscriber needs to
send.

2) Reservation: a) Controller: This system solved the Round
Robin problem by using dedicated time slots for each subscriber
and reserving all time where each subscriber is represented by
one bit inside the frame that comes before the transmitted data
called reservation slots.

This data are sent according to the ranking of the bit’s sub-
scriber, where the subscriber data are available depending on the
corresponding bit. If the incoming “1” means that its subscriber
will send and vice versa as shown in Fig. 13. But the problem of
this system is concentrated in the utilization because the channel
is always reserved even when no needed data is sent. Note that
only subscribers A & F will send and the reservation slots = 8.

b) Request to send: This system uses a contention period like
a reservation frame or reservation request for each subscriber
before sending data. This period is very small, whereas if a
certain subscriber sends a contention period during another it
does not cause a large influence.

3) Contention: Contention can be illustrated in Fig. 14 as it
represents three subscribers; each one sends at least two packets.
Indeed, contention has four submechanisms as follows:

1) ALOHA;
2) slotted ALOHA;
3) carrier sense multiple access (CSMA);
4) carrier sense multiple access with collision detection

(CSMA/CD).
The different access techniques’ utilizations are calculated for

the following example of as the following. ALOHA utilization=
3/11= 27%, slotted ALOHA utilization = 4/11 = 36%, CSMA
utilization = 7/11 = 63% and CSMA/CD utilization = 7/11 =
63% as shown in Fig. 14. Note the difference between CSMA
and CSMA/CD. CSMA/CD avoids the collision by sensing the
channel all the time before and after sending, but CSMA only
senses before sending.

Fig. 14. Media access technique utilizations.

H. Transmission of Real-Time Monitoring Data

All of the seismic stations are connected to the processing
center by a dedicated telecommunication technique. The data
center needs to receive all of the station’s crucial informa-
tion. Disasters might, however, devastate the crucial network
infrastructure needed to connect to the data center. Therefore,
relying solely on one type of communication backhaul may be
too dangerous. Different forms of backhaul may be used in an
emergency communication network to boost robustness.

In Table IV, each group of communication network tech-
niques is compared in terms of application coverage, emergency
survival, ability to self-organize when network infrastructure
is partially damaged, deployment cost, deployment time, and
whether preexisting infrastructure exists.

V. DATA COMMUNICATION-BASED ADVANCED NETWORKS

FOR SEISMOLOGY

In this section, the supporting advanced networks for seismol-
ogy that rely on the data communication traffic and communi-
cations concepts are studied.

A. Acoustic Sensors for Seismology

Recently, distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) methodologies
have fast booming for representing the dense seismic array
using fiber-optic cables. This methodology is cost-effective. The
DAS is employed for time-lapse imaging for the velocity of
the shear wave. This mechanism is based on an integration of
the surface waves multichannel analysis and the ambient noise
interferometry [31]. In [31], the authors have built that imaging
by utilizing a linear DAS array to record the traffic noise for three
continuous weeks. The authors have observed subtle changes
near the surface such as water content variations.

B. Social Networks for Seismology

Nowadays, the power of social networks has become an
intrinsic tool and supports the decision-maker. More concretely,
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT GROUPS OF EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES

TABLE V
EQS VERSUS TWEETS

it can be employed to preserve human lives during natural disas-
ters. In [32], the authors advocated employing all-encompassing
solutions that use the power of social media to lessen the harmful
effects. The role of social media has been also exploited in [33].
More particularly, it can be employed to support dominated data
about the infrastructure status. Moreover, social media can be
utilized as a disaster indicator.

In [33], the authors noticed an anomaly in Twitter activity to
specific EQs that occurred in 2018. Accordingly, they selected
the dominant EQs, and then, categorized these EQs into certain
patterns to analyze the users’ activities during them. The authors
have estimated a correlation between the Twitter’s activity and
those patterns as more than four million tweets have been pub-
lished during the EQs’ times. Moreover, it was estimated that
Twitter’s activity is directly proportional to the EQ magnitude.
However, the authors have ensured that the main parameter is
the intensity of EQ along with the density of the population.

The authors in [34], have considered the first feedback and
relief administrations. Another point of view has been adopted
in which the message transmission can be utilized in the warning
phase [35]. Another study has elected social media for improving
the awareness of handling the emergency situation [36]. Social
media has been also extended to be used for real-time monitoring
of natural disaster [37]. The role did not stop here, the United
States Geological Survey had investigated the short text message
to enhance the gathered information for hazard assessment [38].
Table V indicates the characteristics of dependence on EQ and
social media throughout two events.

C. Internet of Things Networks for Seismology

To mitigate the effects of a natural disaster that might worsen
human life, EEW has become crucial. For EQ mitigation, a

lot of research has been done using the satellite system, IoT,
5G, RFID, software-defined network (SDN), network functions
virtualization, DCNs, and other technologies [39], [40], [41],
[42]. Additionally, social media played a minor effect in EQ
catastrophe risk reduction. In [32], the authors offered a perspec-
tive on adopting all-encompassing solutions that combined the
strength of social media with cutting-edge networks to mitigate
the negative effects.

The literary context’s efforts expanded beyond the use of
remote sensing, which was backed by satellite observation [43],
but also included the use of software-defined networks and
network function virtualization, which incorporated IoT on-the-
fly gateways [44]. The goal of the endeavor was to assist the
large-scale domains whose infrastructures had been destroyed in
whole or in part. The reorientation of catastrophe risk reduction
can potentially benefit from virtualization. According to [45],
a catastrophic scenario portraying an early warning system for
a safe evacuation from catastrophe risks was portrayed by inte-
grating the cloud system and the heterogeneous virtual network.

All of these initiatives are put forth alongside the conventional
approaches to EQ detection, research, and fault rupture type
distinction, all of which have received substantial study in the
literature (see, for example, [46] and [47]. According to [48], the
authors suggested a local similarity EQ detection approach that
relied on the idea of the nearest neighbor methodology to assess
the received signal coherence between the targeted stations and
their closest neighbors. Other investigations concentrated on EQ
magnitude estimates using the first few seconds as a substitute
for the whole rupture [4], [48], [49].

The time restriction still requires additional work and re-
search, though, as it takes a while to compute the EQ parameters
using conventional methods. It is interesting that regardless of
the chosen strategy, there is typically a waiting period until the
source time function develops sufficiently. The actual compu-
tation time, however, might vary from one scheme to another.
Due to the dependence between the monitored window width
and the blind zone size, the initial few seconds are crucial for
EEW. In that time frame, it is possible to assess the P-arrival
wave’s timing and magnitude, which is the first incoming EQ
wave. It is important to note that the wider the blind zone must be
taken into account for the required reservation before the arrival
of the powerful EQ waves, the longer the assessed window size.

According to [50], a data-driven core type from an EWS
has been proposed for ecological catastrophe risk management
utilizing an IoT system. The writers of [51] and [52] have
talked about how to stop a disaster from spreading by ef-
fectively exchanging information across many platforms and
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Fig. 15. General architecture of IoT system-based EEW.

Fig. 16. Work flow of the general system.

utilizing IoT/M2M/D2D connectivity for adaptable data flow.
Additionally, the EEW [53] has taken use of the message queuing
telemetry conveyance and the sensor web application.

The authors of [3] described an IoT-based EEW system, as
seen in Fig. 15. It is important to note that the seismic activity
monitoring and analysis system (SAMS), which is a real-time
program, uses artificial intelligence. The AI algorithms will au-
tomatically assess the earthquake activity. The suggested process
is shown in Fig. 16 starting with the alert trigger based on the
EQ’s characteristics and continuing until the appropriate action
is taken in the EQ catastrophe risk mitigation by the relevant
organization.

More specifically, communication between the SAMS system
and other IoT elements will take place over a base station that
is attached to the IoT cloud. To be more specific, as soon as

the SAMS system recognizes the parameters of an upcoming
EQ, SAMS will immediately transmit an alarm message—which
includes the EQ parameter—-to the disaster recovery system
(DRS) via the IoT cloud.

In response, the DRS will determine the necessary actions
to be done and promptly connect with all IoT system parts
through the IoT cloud. In this scenario, the DRS is viewed as
the central unit that determines the actions that must be taken by
each entity in the IoT system, including ambulances, hospitals,
fire departments, airports, railways, gas stations, stadiums, and
factories, to quickly take the appropriate action, such as rescuing,
evacuation, etc., to lessen the effects of the EQ disaster.

The DRS then notifies each entity of the activities that need
to be taken. More specifically, by utilizing the SNs, every com-
ponent of this system may be notified of the required action
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Fig. 17. Lifetime statistics versus the internode distance for IoT SN.

triggered by the cloud (SNs). These systems ought to take
advantage of the SNs connected to IoT devices. Tmote Sky SN
is one of these SN kinds that is frequently used in IoT networks
using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, boosting accurate locations,
and various sizes for IoT. Additionally, as thoroughly researched
in [54], it may function well in a variety of contexts where
security vulnerabilities are present [55], [56].

In the trajectory of implementing IoT systems for EEW, the
authors in [3] studied the data on the lifespan of IoT SNs based
on the IoT network. In this study, the Tmote Sky SN has been
adopted, which is frequently used in IoT applications. This study
considered the extensive work presented in [57]. The study
investigated the lifespan of the Tmote Sky SN in six distinct
environments: outside LOS, outdoor NLOS, subterranean LOS,
underground NLOS, interior LOS, and inside NLOS. More
particularly, the specifications of maximizing the lifetime are
discussed. In the six scenarios investigated, the authors demon-
strated the IoT SNs’ lifespan outcomes when the payload size
is either 24 or 20 B.

In this regard, the adopted study in [3] presented by Fig. 17
shows the network lifespan as a function of inter-node dis-
tance for a network of sixteen SNs in the six settings used.
Regarding the environments of the outdoor line of sight (LOS),
outdoor nonline of sight (NLOS), subterranean LOS, under-
ground NLOS, indoor LOS, and indoor NLOS, the network
lifespan will be fixed at 334.1 months for internode lengths of
20, 11.2, 90.7, 12.4, 28.73, and 18 m with a payload length of
24 B. When the same six environments are used, the network
lifespan is set at 307.2 months for internode lengths of 23.8,
11.77, 110.6, 12.4, 24.47, and 19 m with a payload length of
20 B. It should be noticed that as the payload length grows,
the internode distance shrinks. As a result of the environmen-
tal difficulties, the likelihood of retransmitting packets is re-
duced, and therefore the packet overhead is minimized. As a
result, as the payload length grows, so does the network lifes-
pan. The collected six environments’ findings are summarized
in Table VI.

TABLE VI
LIFETIME OF IOT NETWORK COMPOSED OF WHERE PAYLOAD LENGTH

∈ {20, 24} BYTES OVER THE SIX ENVIRONMENTS

VI. OPTIMIZATION AND SEISMOLOGY

Basically, optimization is achieving the maximum benefit
with the minimum cost. More particularly, any problem is rep-
resented by a mathematical formula. The formula is called the
objective function. The function is restricted by some constraints
that determine the space of search to the optimization problem
to investigate the optimal solution.

In this section, the role of optimization for seismology. Two
pivots are included. First, optimization is employed to handle
the seismic signals for a more flexible inversion. Second, the
seismic network has some weaknesses in preserving the network
lifetime, optimizing the packet size, and reducing the power
consumption.

A. Optimization and Seismic Signals

This section extensively discusses the state-of-the-art con-
cerning optimization techniques for seismic signals. Generally
speaking, inversion is one of the main benefits of utilizing opti-
mization for seismology. In the field of oil-and-gas exploration,
seismic inversion can play a significant role in representing the
reflection of seismic data to a quantitative rock property. In other
words, the seismic inversion is an effective representation of bulk
density and sonic velocity.

In [149], a multiobjective function has been used for seis-
mology. Three broadband datasets have been used. The first
seismic dataset is acquainted with a network in the Middle East.
The second dataset is truncated from Texas Gulf Coastal Plain.
The third one is related to SE New Mexico and West Texas.
In [150], the authors analyzed convergence and stability using
a specific branch of optimization called differential semblance
optimization to estimate reflection seismology. This approach
explores changes in the resulting least-square-inversion in seis-
mograms and their numerical properties. More particularly,
that model studied the conventional approximation inversion of
the plane-wave seismograms throughout an acoustic media of
layered-constant density.

In [151], a particle swarm optimization (PSO) model has been
proposed to calculate the peak ground acceleration (PGA). PGA
is among the main parameters pinpointing the EQ intensity.
The model was developed to estimate the PGA based on the
Iraqi database. More specifically, the authors relied on 187
historical records of ground motion of Iraq’s tectonic regions.
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TABLE VII
CLASSIFICATION OF OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES IN SEISMOLOGY

That model has considered certain seismic parameters such as
average shear-wave velocity, EQ magnitude (Mw), focal depth,
and nearest event location to a seismic station. In [152], an
optimization function has been developed as an inversion for
exploring heterogeneous geological layers. Using optimization
has been extended to be used for seismological modeling.
In [131], the authors proposed a multiobjective PSO based
on Pareto for seismology modeling. Table VII categorizes the
different optimization techniques for seismic signals analysis.
Optimization can also contribute to accurate data observation
and management [3], [57], [153], [154], [155], [156], [157],
[158], [159], [160], [161].

B. Optimization for Prolonging Seismic Network Lifetime

Optimization is among the desired advanced techniques that
are utilized to prolong the network’s lifetime. It is well known
that the seismic network is among the most vulnerable networks
that strictly need to keep its resources as long as possible. This is
because of being the seismic network is mostly located at very
far locations. In this section, the importance of optimization
is discussed. More particularly, mixed integer programming is
extensively employed for prolonging the network lifetime and
optimizing the nodes’ interdistance.

On this front, the path loss model between the communicating
nodes i and j can be given by

PLij dB = PL0 dB + 10n log10
dij
d0

+ σ[dB] (3)

where PL0 denotes the free space path loss with the reference
distance d0 of the antenna far-field, n is the path loss exponent,
dij is the distance between the sending node i and the receiving
node j, and σ represents the shadow fading standard deviation
in dB.

The signal power of the received antenna based on a power
level m can be derived as

PA
r,ij(m)[dbm] = PA

t (m)[dBm]− PLij [ dB] (4)

where PA
r,ij(m) denotes the signal power of the transmission

antenna with power levelm. The transmission power usage with
eight power levels that is accessible (Pct) and the antenna trans-
mission power (PA

t ) along with the corresponding power level
relying on the Tmote Sky node [162] are listed in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
TRANSMISSION POWER VERSUS POWER LEVEL

TABLE IX
PATH LOSS PARAMETERS

The SNR between the transmitting node and the receiving
node is derived by

γij(m)[dB] = PA
r,ij(m)[dBm]− Pn[dBm] (5)

where Pn represents the noise power at the receiver. Table IX
indicates the path loss parameters within the available six envi-
ronments that are measured by [163].

Indeed, when quadrature phase shift keying (O-QPSK)-based
offset is adopted the probability of error (BER) is denoted by

BER = Q

(√
2Eb

N0

)
(6)

where Eb

N0
is derived as

Eb

N0
= γij(m)PrG (7)

where PrG is the process gain.
The probability of a correctly received packet of L-Byte

packet transmitted atm power level of the communicating nodes
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TABLE X
SUMMARY OF AI ROLE IN SEISMOLOGY

i and j is denoted by

pSij(m,L) =

(
1−Q

(√
16γij(m)

))8L

. (8)

Conversely, the probability of failure to receive a packet is

pFij(m,L) = 1− pSij(m,L). (9)

Accordingly, the successful hand-shake in which the packet is
correctly transmitted with a probability pSij with a power levelm
and an ACK is already transmitted to the sender at power level
u with a probability pSji is given by

pSHS
ij (m,u) = pSij (m,Zk)× pSij (u, ZACK) . (10)
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TABLE XI
CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS COMPARISON

Therefore, the failure hand-shake probability is derived by

pFHS
ij (m,u) = 1− pSHS

ij (m,u). (11)

Afterward, the retransmission number to make sure the packet
is correctly received is given by

Reij (m,u) =
1

pSHS
ij (m,u)

. (12)

To calculate the required energy for transmitting (Zk)-byte
packet from a node i to node j at a power level m, the following
formula is adopted:

Edt (m,Zk) = Pct(m)TtZk (13)

where Tt is the transmission time. The total energy consumption
is

EHS
t (m,Zk) = Edt (m,Zk) + Pcr (Ts − Tt (Zk)) (14)

where Ts is the duration of the time slot, Tt is the real transmis-
sion time, while Pcr is the power consumption in the rest of the
slot.

The energy consumption in the packet retransmission till
achieving a successful handshake is given by

Edt (m,Zk) = Edpp +Reij (m,u)EHS
t (m,Zk) (15)

where Edpp is the energy dissipated in packet processing till
attaining a successful hand-shake. On the other hand, the suc-
cessful hand-shake at the receiver is given by

ESHS
r (u, Zk) = Pcr (Ts − Tt (Zk)) + EACK

t (u, Zk) . (16)

On the other hand, the energy consumed when a failure hand-
shake occur is given by

EFHS
r (u, Zk) = PcrTs. (17)

Similarly, the total energy consumed at the receiver side
including the retransmissions and their ACKs is derived by

ESHS
r,ji (u, Zk)

= Edpp +Reij (m,u)
{
PSHS
ij (m,u)× ESHS

r (u, Zk)

+ pSij (m,Zk)× PF
ji (u, ZACK)ESHS

r (u, ZACK)

+pFij (m,Zk)E
FHS
r

}
. (18)

Therefore, the generated data packets represent the difference
between incoming packets and outgoing packets is given by

NrG
k
i =

∑
(i,j)∈y

kij −
∑

(j,i)∈y
kji ∀i ∈ X (19)

where Gk
i is the generated packets by the node i per round,

Nr is the number of iterations, y is the set of possible pairs of
nodes, and X is the set of nodes regardless the base-station.
To calculate the total busy time for any node i, the following
formula is utilized:

Tb = Ts

⎧⎨
⎩
∑

(i,j)∈y
Reij(m,u)kij +

∑
(j,i)∈y

Reji(m,u)kji

⎫⎬
⎭

+NrTA, ∀i ∈ X (20)

where TA is the data acquisition time, kij denotes the packets
transmitted from node i to node j. Conversely, kji expresses the
packets transmitted from node j to node i.

VII. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND SEISMOLOGY

Recently, AI has played a revolutionary role in seismology,
by which the stack holder can understand more about the
complex earth structure. Accordingly, many phenomena can
be interpreted and more reliable solutions can be presented for
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saving human life. In other words, strategic risk reduction maps
and threat mitigation can be attained. In this regard, here we
aim to evaluate the crucial role that AI can contribute. More
particularly, we focus on the main methodologies contributing
to seismology, such as fuzzy logic, machine learning (ML), and
deep learning (DL).

More information on ML and DL is included in the discussion
that follows. Intriguingly, DL is one of the contemporary tech-
nologies that contribute significantly to the resolution of com-
plicated issues without a specific mathematical method [216],
[217], [218]. DL is a preeminent technique for both regular
and irregular data mining and reconstruction. A DL model has
been suggested in [200] and [219] to estimate the partial regular
and irregular seismic data. The performance of the model was
evaluated using the mean-squared-error loss function and was
then optimized using the Adam method [220].

Table X addresses the common studies that employed AI
in different ways for seismology. More concretely, the table
presents a taxonomy of utilizing both ML and DL for specific
targets in seismology, i.e., denoising seismic waves, seismic area
clustering based on seismicity level, and determination of the
EQs’ location, magnitude, phase, and picking. Moreover, this
taxonomy presents the role of AI in predicting the peak particle
velocity (PPV), which is essential for saving the environment
against the abnormal activities of the quarry blasts, besides,
detecting the seismic wave acceleration and determining the
PGA. The table also summarizes the main efforts exerted for
classifying the EQs and quarry blasts, estimating the incomplete
regular and irregular seismic data, and finally calculating the
desired parameters for achieving successful EEWS. Indeed, the
clustering of seismicity levels is among the main hazardous
issues facing the stack holder. Therefore, we list an individual
classification for the clustering algorithms types affected by AI
based on their advantages and disadvantages as presented in
Table XI.

VIII. CONCLUSION

EQ is among the most catastrophic natural disasters that need
a reliable, intelligent, and integrated solution. Although many
research efforts have been presented in the literature context,
such a phenomenon still requires a prominent solution. Such a
solution can alleviate risk to human life, meet the day-to-day
challenges, and handle the vulnerabilities of the vital places
against the EQ disaster. Accordingly, the efficient employment
of the fast booming technologies and techniques can be a pivot
toward a robust EEWS. The article denotes the essential roles
that can be played by communication systems, optimization, IoT,
AI, and social media in the different fronts of seismology aiming
at achieving autonomous EEWS. First, the need for modern
technologies for seismology has been depicted. More partic-
ularly, the classical methodologies for seismology have many
vulnerabilities that require advanced support from other tech-
nologies. Accordingly, the hardware and software components
of these technologies have been illustrated comprehensively.
Third, the role of DCN and DCN-based modern systems for seis-
mology have been discussed showing the meaning of each DCN
element. Fourth, the transmission reliability, UDP protocol, TCP

protocol, routing protocols, delays, media access techniques, and
transmission of real-time monitoring data have been addressed.
Fifth, the desirability of data communication-based advanced
networks for seismology has been overviewed, such as using
IoT and social media. Sixth, the optimization and seismology
correlation has been exhibited. More specifically, two categories
of optimization have been discussed: its role for seismic signals,
and its role in prolonging the seismic networks. Seventh, an
extensive overview of the AI utilization for seismology has been
presented.

Due to being such a vulnerable system that still needs more
enhancements and research cooperation, in the future direction,
we do recommend employing modern technologies such as
ML for EQs’ detection, exploiting the fast booming of the IoT
to overcome the classical monitoring system vulnerabilities,
enhancing the role of EEWS, and finally implementing an inte-
grating system relying on ML, IoT, and optimization techniques
for effective disaster management and risk mitigation. In other
words, such a system can be implemented over three phases
starting with a basic alarm supported by the EEW. The second
phase can be involved in disaster management. The third phase
is risk mitigation.
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